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Northbridge Cricket Club
NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Notice is hereby given that the
Ninety Fifth Annual General Meeting
for
The Northbridge Cricket Club
Will be held
At
Northbridge Hotel
57 Strathallen Drive, Northbridge NSW
Wednesday 13th August, 2014 at the Freeway Hotel from 7:30pm.
Agenda
1. Acceptance of the Season 13/14 AGM Minutes
2. Presidents Address
3. Financial Report – Treasurer
4. Election of Office Bearers
5. Other Business
6. Review of the 2014/14 Season
7. Task List for 2014/15
All interested in cricket are most welcome to attend!
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Report of the Management Committee
For the Season 2013 - 2014
Gentlemen,
The management committee submits the 95th Annual Report for consideration and adoption.
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Club Office Bearers 2013 - 2014

Honorary President

Mitchell Whyman

Club Patron

David Allan

Honorary Vice President

Amrish Bhatia

Honorary Treasurer

Anthony Greenhill

Honorary Secretary

Mitch Nicholls

Honorary Minute Secretary

Chris Olver

Association Delegates

Peter Stankovic

General Committee Members

Steve Hill
Jason Huang
Jonas Bergalund
Aadil Khalil
Alex Davey
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Life Members
Member

Year Inducted

S Morrison

1971 - 1972

Noel Maxwell

1977 – 1978

John Faulks

1983 - 1984

David Mills

1991 - 1992

David Sheekey

1998 - 1999

Tim Perry

1999 - 2000

Barry Cline

2000 - 2001

John Leslie

2000 - 2001

Neil Rickard

2001 - 2002

Rod Winsor

2003 - 2004

Peter Stankovic

2004 – 2005

Francis von Demleux

2008 - 2009

Mitch Whyman

2009 – 2010

Ben Maw

2011 - 2012
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Previous Office Bearers
President

Years

Pearce Rhyman
Noel Maxwell
John Faulks
Noel Maxwell
Tim Perry
Rod Winsor
David Mills
Mitchell Whyman

1969 – 1973
1973 – 1977
1977 – 1981
1981 – 1982
1982 – 2000
2000 – 2003
2003 – 2007
2007 -

Club Patron

Years

Lance Thornton
John Faulks
Tim Perry
David Allan

1986 – 1987
1990 – 2000
2000 – 2007
2008 -

Vice President

Years

Rod Winsor
David Mills
Tim Perry
Damian Fuller
Peter Stankovic
Mark Naglost
Amrish Bhatia

2003 – 2009
2007 – 2009
2008 – 2009
2010 – 2013
2010 – 2014
2012 – 2013
2014 –

Honorary Treasurer

Years

S Morrison
Barry Cline
Rod Winsor
Steve Peak
Anthony Greenhill

1969 – 1974
1974 – 2002
2002 – 2004
2004 - 2006
2006 -

Honorary Deputy Treasurer

Years

Stephen Sharah

2008 – 2009
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Honorary Secretary

Years

David Sheekey
Charlie Clark
Terry Moore
David Sheekey
John Leslie
David Sheekey
John Barton
Steve Keating
Jon Hanna
Mitch Whyman
Mark Naglost
Mitch Nicholls

1974 - 1980
1980 - 1981
1981 - 1982
1982 - 1990
1990 - 1991
1991 - 2001
2001 - 2002
2002 - 2003
2003 - 2004
2004 - 2007
2007 – 2009
2010 -

Honorary Deputy Secretary

Years

Damian Fuller

2008 - 2009

Minute Secretary

Years

Roger Moore
Peter Stankovic
Ben Maw
Peter Stankovic
Ben Maw
Jonathan Davis
Ben Maw
Stephen Sharah
Chris Olver

1982 – 1995
1995 – 2004
2004 – 2006
2006 – 2007
2007 – 2009
2009 – 2010
2010 – 2011
2012 – 2013
2014 –

Honorary Deputy Minute Secretary

Years

Mitch Nicholls

2008 - 2009

Honorary Auditor

Years

Phil Cameron

1990 - 2007

Chairman of Selectors

Years
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Mitch Nicholls
Ken Gunderson-Briggs
Mitch Nicholls

2008 – 2009
2010 – 2011
2011-
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The Honorary Presidents Report
I just want to say thanks to the Executive and Club members of the Northbridge Cricket Club, in sharing the belief and
showing heart in creating a structure which has developed into a club that encourages inspiration, that offers dedication
in achieving their individual goals, and a club that does not let the minorities dictate the reaching of a semi final in all
four grades.
In Rugby, you play to the final whistle and then you shake hands and go your separate ways, but with cricket the logistics
seem to outweigh family or any spare time, with any logic being the key element. Sadly, the NSCA made many promises
prior to the start of the season, and they certainly could not honour their word this year. There was far too many wayward
decisions at the association level, coupled with radical and hierarchical policy changes that saw them offering next to
nothing in support to a club simply trying to provide any level of players with an appetite for cricket into a team.
To be instructed with one rule, to then being enforced into rules that went beyond playing with friends under park cricket
with the strictest of applying the rules of the Australian Cricket Board minus any monetary funding meant their decisions
were not consistent with other clubs and similar occurrences of perceived rule breaches which, as the association vice and
president, were not true representatives of the association, for the clubs and its members. The decisions that need to be
made were not made for the cricketing public, and the integrity was compromised in a demanding process that was being
implemented when the governing body couldn’t uphold what was being translated.
In some ways, we may have beaten by officialdom, but whilst the chips were down the club stuck together and produced
a successful season both on and off the field. Members - Even through adversity and emotionally driven comments and
the actions of a couple of overzealous non competitive cricket administration types who couldn’t see the truth if it landed
on their nose by supporting the youth or players within a community environment “We still made it” in seeing four
cricket teams sizzle in our march to the Semi-Finals and they can never take that statistic away.
Super congratulations to Bryan Massey, accepting the move to D 1 day grade and bringing home the premiership cup for
the scraggy shore rejects, which are our diamonds in the club, and the sing-a-long chatty boys who brought a bit of
muscle and ticker to the educated Normanhurst boys who have gelled a really good team.
Big thanks too “no don’t take your shirt off” Jason Huang for his leadership with his team and conforming to the
NCC ethos by supporting all players in his 1st year, a truly fantastic effort.
To Steve Mozzy Morrison, what a great effort nurturing those players that were stars before VHS was all the rage, in
bringing out the best and providing a few laughs in adding a few runs to the scorebook.
Amrish, I have witnessed people being racially abused, I have witnessed a team cheat so convincingly as an umpire and I
have seen opposition captains cheat and lie. I have seen unruly behaviour and I have seen players well beyond their skill
get onto a few and then go on to make a double ton. I have been beaten by players, playing out of their skin and never
questioned the truth and I have never seen a game be disqualified for a player who took 9 wickets by a club that’s really
not very good and issued by an association which really stuffed things up by omitting us from A grade, and
administration that also could not honour their word and each time occurrences occurred that were referred to the
association for them to do nothing.
Amrish and others, your hunger to win needs not be overshadowed by your enthusiasm and the will to live where a
balance will always create success, however there will always be someone trying to knock you down, but in my case I
just let you run and I thank you for all your efforts in nurturing and motivating a team of really talented.
Another big thanks to Mitch Nicholls in being my eyes and ears with my cricket, and offering another communicator
head and shoulder to cry on with a dormant player excitement, for so many turbulent years by advocating a shared
passion and successes and urge other members to make an impression this season by extending their time in providing
our executive team or just participating a significant difference in the makeup of teams for the coming season.
Huge effort from Chris Olver our Ken Wood winner! And Steven Hill our Minnie Ken! With sponsorships, shirts,
Saturday afternoon “tour destinations”, “training venues” and of course Mr David Allen who graced us through another
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excellent speaker by supporting the cause and offering a bit of eye candy for the girls in closing off with a wild trivia and
gift giving!
To Anthony Greenhill, who in the background has offered time and financial support and great mateship in providing
the confidence to continuing after getting out of a cab in the cross and losses with Steve Peak by encouraging strategies
and welcoming some unique and slightly odd ways to making a club financially special despite the continual association
roadblocks that we have to encounter.
To the members that supported us this year and past years with their usual tenacity with an inter-club match, sponsorship
day and our usual flipping snags in the car park capped off with a star performing speaker & by the fabulous staff at the
Imperial Harbourside and not in a backyard where we started! Our outreach with the sausage sizzle in the car park of
Bunning’s hardware, raised $1200 that went towards running a club. Let’s hope to see more of that in the coming
seasons, with those who have shied away from the volunteering to help out the usual suspects each time.
Finally, A big thanks to all the members in not allowing the decisions to derail our operations in providing a rejuvenated
performance and inspirational leadership in rising above the ground adversities. It is this attitude that drives the
Northbridge Cricket Club, and let’s hope to see more successful cricket played in the park, 11 friends side by side
enjoying each others company and willing each other onto victory even if the other team scores more runs. That is the
spirit of the Northbridge Cricket Club.
“Go the bridge”
Mitch Whyman
Honorary President
Northbridge Cricket Club
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Team awards 2013-2014

B Grade Team
David Mills Trophy for Batting
Tim Perry Trophy for Bowling
Fielding Award
Captain’s Award
Player’s Player Award
John Leslie Player of the Season

Amrish Bhatia – 413 runs at 41.3
Zaeem Tapia – 25 wickets at 18.24
Amrish Bhatia – 9 Catches
John Mitchell
Amrish Bhatia
Amrish Bhatia

B Reserve Grace Team
Batting Award
Bowling Award
Fielding Award
Captain’s Award
Player’s Player Award
Player of the Season

Yasir Zia – 402 runs at 28.71
Sarkis Yessayan – 21 Wickets at 20.57
Eamonn Flanagan – 12 catches
Yasir Zia
Jason Huang
Yasir Zia

C Grade Team
Batting Award
Bowling Award
Fielding Award
Captain’s Award
Player’s Player Award
Player of the Season

Nick Fletcher – 301 runs at 37.63
Steve Morrison – 18 wickets at 36.17
Chris Olver – 5 catches
Chris Olver
Steve Morrison
Steve Morrison

D One Day Team
Batting Award
Bowling Award
Fielding Award
Captain’s Award
Player’s Player Award
Player of the Season

Bryan Massey – 710 runs at 47.33
Michael Stankovic – 20 wickets at 14.45
Bryan Massey – 7 Catches, 2 Run Outs
Alex Davey
Bryan Massey
Bryan Massey
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Centuries, Hat-tricks, 5WI and other awards

Centuries
Grade

Score

D One Day

128

Bryan Massey

Neutral Bay Jets

D One Day

126

Bryan Massey

North Shore

C Grade

115

Nick Fletcher

North Sydney Leagues

C Grade

106*

Sameer Kashid

North Shore

B Grade

131

Jack Parsons

Cammeray

B Grade

102

Amrish Bhatia

Pymble

5 Wicket Innings
Grade
Figures

Player

Player

Vs.

Vs.

D One Day

6-14

James Chatman

Neutral Bay

D One Day

5-19

Michael Smith

Comenarra

D One Day

5-33

Paul Anderson

Neutral Bay

C Grade

5-82

Steve Morrison

North Shore

B Reserve

6-22

Sarkis Yessayan

Kirribilli Crusaders

B Grade

9-9

Aadil Khalil

Cammeray

B Grade

5-73

Zaeem Tapia

North Sydney Leagues
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Additional Club Awards
Life Membership
The Life Membership award is to recognise playing members that have given their time and service
to the Northbridge Cricket Club year after year. It is a prestigious award and rarely given. To date
only 13 players have won this award. For the 2013-14 season there are no additions to the
Northbridge Cricket Club Life Members.
Perpetual Trophies
The Ken Wood Cup
The Club’s perpetual major award, the “Ken Wood Cup” is awarded each season to the outstanding
member of the club. This award was first awarded in the 1947/48 season in memory of Sergeant
Ken Wood, who sadly died during World War II. When deciding the recipient of this award, the
general committee takes into account performances on the cricket field, sportsmanship and other
services rendered to the club.
The winner of the Ken Wood Cup this year is Chris Olver. Congratulations to Chris for his
outstanding commitment and service to the club this year.

Ken Wood Cup Previous Winners
Year
Winner
1970-71
Graham Johnstone
1971-72
Bob Fenton
1972-73
John Yates
1973-74
Noel Maxwell
1974-75
Barry Cline
1975-76
Steve Blockley
1976-77
Jim Freeman
1977-78
Kevin Keegan
1978-79
David Sheekey
1979-80
Martin Smith
1980-81
Ian Brown
1981-82
Martin Smith
1982-83
Roger Moore
1983-84
Chris Greleck
1984-85
Tony Thornby
1985-86
Frank Foy
1986-87
David Mills
1987-88
Rod Winsor
1988-89
Steve Cameron
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Ken Wood Cup Previous Winners
Year
Winner
1989-90
Chris Woodhouse
1990-91
Pat Fisher
1991-92
David Mills
1992-93
Jim Woodhouse
1993-94
David Sheekey
1994-95
Chris Woodhouse
1995-96
Brett Watts
1996-97
Daryl Daniels
1997-98
Peter Stankovic
1998-99
Francis von Demleux
1999-00
David Sheekey
2000-01
Stephen Keating
2001-02
Chris Leslie
2002-03
Chris Leslie
2003-04
Rob Hobday
2004-05
Anthony Greenhill
2005-06
Mitch Whyman
2006-07
Mitch Whyman
2007-08
Mark Naglost
2008-09
Mitch Whyman
2009-10
Damian Fuller
2010-11
David Allan
2011-12
Mitch Nicholls
2012-13
Mitch Nicholls
2013-14
Chris Olver

The Lance Thornton Cup
The Lance Thornton Cup is awarded each season to the outstanding junior member of the club.
Lance Thornton played cricket for Northbridge and was our Club Secretary. Lance was also
Treasurer for the NSCA, and Northbridge Club Patron from 1979-1980.
This year Michael Vamvakarvis received this award. Michael was an extremely impressive addition
to our B Grade side, playing with maturity and calmness beyond his years.

Year
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77

Previous Winners
Winner
Scott Dobson & Robert Adams
Christopher Richardson
Terry Moore
Michael Hill
Don Callope
Tony Thornby
John Moore
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Year
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96
1996-97
1997-98
1998-99
1999-00
2000-01
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14

Previous Winners
Winner
Don Callope
Emile Borror
Mark Roger & David Hoffman
David Hoffman
Justin Shakeshaft
Chris Higgins
Chris Woodhouse
Chris Woodhouse
Edgar Penollar
Chris Woodhouse
Chris Leslie
Chris Leslie
David Stratton
Chris Leslie
David Stratton
Tim Paillas
Rob Bailey
Mark Pointer
Scott Reid
Dominic Brogan
Chris Snyder
Derek Allen
Richard Kidd
Anthony Allen
Liam Moy
Anthony Allen
Ben Hobday
Ben Hobday
Alex Stankovic
Sam Dempsey
Alex Stankovic
Abishek Devaraj
Michael Stankovic
Sam Gunderson-Briggs
Justin Riess
Divyesh Thakkar
Michael Vamvakaris
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The Stephen Peak Trophy
The Stephen Peak Trophy is a new award introduced two seasons ago. Stephen played cricket for
Northbridge, was our Club Treasurer and Vice Captain of our A-Reserve Grade Team in 2005/06.
Stephen tragically passed away in the off-season at the age of 33. This award is in memory of
Stephen and his commitment on and off the field. The award is designed to recognise the Players
Player – voted by the players on a 3-2-1 basis, week in week out. Any member, in any team of the
club can win this award.
This 3-2-1 votes are scaled based on the number of games played by each team. This is to
compensate for our One Day sides, which play a significantly larger number of games each season
compared to our other teams.
Amrish Bhatia won this award for 2013-14 with 413 runs at 41, including a magnificent century
against Pymble. Amrish also was showed tremendous to leadership as captain of the B Grade side
through a season marred with controversy, missing players and the demotion from A Grade.

Year
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14

Previous Winners
Winner
Jesus Luque
Mitch Nicholls
Amit Gade
Ben Munro
Aadil Khalil
John Christodoulakis
Aadil Khalil
Amrish Bhatia

Northern Suburbs Cricket Association trophies
We would also like to congratulate Amrish Bhatia, Bryan Massey and Yasir Zia for taking out
Association awards this year.
These are great honours, especially given the fierce competition across the Grades.
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B Grade Captains Report – Amrish Bhatia

At the outset I’d like to thank Mitch Whyman, President of NCC and the members of the NCC
Executive, for entrusting their faith in my leadership skills (once again) this year. It was with great
pleasure that I captained a bunch of great and spirited guys (thanks boys!) for the 2013-2014 season.
The summer season started on the back of having won 9 straight games in the winter 2013 SMCA
competition and thereby lifting the Div 4 title! However soon after we were unfortunately denied the
right to play an A grade side this year by the NSCA (and only told days before the competition
began!). This meant that there were a few A grade players who were set to play for NCC but moved
to other clubs / associations.
In spite of this we played a very good and competitive B grade side. The season was a strong one and
the side flourished. Some statistical highlights from the season (across the association):
Bowling
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

Wickets: 3 bowlers made it in the top 15 with Zaeem Tapia the second highest wicket taker with 24
wickets;
Anthony Greenhill had the second best economy rate at 2.53 runs/over;
Top the bowling hall of fame were the unbelievable figures Adil Khalil in the semi-final: 10.3 – 6 – 9
– 9!
We also had Zaeem bowl 17 overs and take 5-73 to bowl us to a win in Round 1

Batting
-‐
-‐
-‐

Runs: 5 batsman made the top 16 with Amrish Bhatia the top run scorer with 412 runs for the
association
Partnerships: highest for 2nd, 3rd, and 6th wicket – that’s 3 of 10 to NCC; conversely we were not at the
receiving end of any highest wicket partnership so well done to our bowlers (again)!
Centurions: there were 11 in all, I am delighted to say that we had 2 (Amrish Bhatia and Jack Parsons)
- so met or just exceeded the quota

Fielding
-‐
-‐

Second highest catches (non-wk) going to the reliable catcher (Amrish Bhatia)!
Good keeping displayed by John Mitchell (& Jack Parsons) taking 5 catches

Snippets from season – those memories that stand out by Round:
Round 1: starting afresh, determination from us after the relegation from A grade, a good innings
from the skipper (81) and ably supported by Anirudh (51) and a late cameo from Greenlees left us
with 300+ end of day; good position to be in and decide if we had enough or make Nth Sydney
Leagues bat on Day-2, but minutes before start I confirmed with my lieutenant Johnny Mitchell we
had enough runs and declared. Zaeem started his outing with 5-73 from 17 overs and we had a
convincing win to start the season.
Round 2: After a hard day in the field on Day-1 we started the chase brilliantly and the turning point
was the breaking of the 110 run partnership between Anirudh (69) and the skipper (44) that saw us
collapse to lose from 183-2 chasing 246! Clear memory was a superb on driven six over the car park
at Northbridge oval from a fast left hander Kirribilli bowler by our Mr. Classy Anirudh!
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Round 3: the memory of a narrow miss for an outright, a run out we missed that would have meant
we would have chased 40 in 5 overs as compared to 50 in 4 – otherwise a super 96 from Anirudh, an
aggressive 57 from the skipper. The other moment I remember is when I tossed the ball to Steven
and said one final go mate and he delivered with a few wickets that revived the chance for an
outright against the Pigs!
Round 4: reduced to a one dayer by rain and I remember us at 50-5 when Greenlees and the ever
reliable John Mitchell put on a 80 run 6th wicket partnership with both scoring fifties that gave us
something to bowl at and we almost did it losing of the last ball by two wickets (after a few scoring
mistakes from the West Pymble team and dubious wides!).
Round 5: against Cammeray and this match will be a reversal of the last where we won with a wicket
to go – John Mitchell anchoring the chase and supported by Justin Reiss in a last wicket partnership
that took us across the line. John unbeaten with 41 and I had certainly found his batting spot in the
middle order (number 7 or 6) though he is such a club man that is willing to bat anywhere as the
situation warrants.
Round 6: Post X-mas, had Nicholls and Greeny back. There was an opening spell from Zaeem, the
quickest and best I have seen from a Northbridge player in a long time. Unfortunately he injured
himself and I had to take him off after 4 overs – in which he destroyed the Nth Sydney Leagues top
order with 2-14 – what a shame he couldn’t bowl on then else surely would have had a fiver or more!
The chasse will be remembered for the debut of a 14 year old and one of the budding future NCC
champions I reckon – Michael Vamvarakis who ably and dourly supported John Mitchell (yes yet
again!) to put a 70 run partnership across about 3 hours of batting that helped us win the game.
Johnny once again stayed not out with a fifty (74*) – wonderful cover driving and patience shown in
that innings.
Round 7: will be remembered for the toss and for a change I won it and interestingly (or stupidly) I
decided to bowl (given team combinations for day 1 and day 2)! However it was a horrible day and
we crumbled in the chase against Kirribilli succumbing to scoreboard pressure.
Round 8: So when I won the toss next time, I promptly batted against the Pigs (in fact next game
too!). This round will be remembered for the century that the skipper finally scored – a chanceless
innings and a satisfying one to lead the team to a total of 275 before we declared and had the
opposition 3 down thanks to Greeny! In spite rain the following Saturday we delayed the start and
finished the job to take points.
Round 9: Same ground where I had decided to bowl, this time I batted J! And young Michael sent
to open batted admirably and with his skipper to put on a 132 second wicket partnership that wore
down the table toppers Pymble and by end of day we had 250-5 on board with skipper (67) and
Michael (48 – unfortunate to miss a maiden fifty) and Greenlees showing some prowess with a fluent
43 on a slow pitch / outfield that made the score resemble 300+. Rain however robbed us of a chance
to snatch this one!
Round 10: Played against Cammeray, where we batted first and Jack Parsons finally showed his
magic with the bat with a superb 100 and a 120 run partnership for the 5th wicket with the reliable
John Mitchell (40) that set up a large score of 293. In reply Greeny and Anirudh bowled really good
spells that almost brought us home, but the storm gods interfered with two hours to go for us to get 2
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wickets and saved the day for Cammeray with a draw. We were however placed to meet Cammeray
in the semi-final!
Semi Final: A game we won, thrashed the opposition in Cammeray but eventually were disqualified
in-spite the association qualifying our player and then saying we needed a permit, in spite of the
association knowing that our player would not play with them as we were deprived of the chance to
play on turf and that this player had been playing with the association for 4 years and twice won the
Player of the Association award. It was a day of cricket that will come once in a lifetime, Aadil had
figures of 9 for 9 and then scored 92 as we bowled Cammeray out for 29 and they could only muster
two of our wickets as we closed Day 1 on 175-2. At the ned of the day their players came up to me as
I walked off the field and said that they conceded and were demoralised and did not want to come
back the next day so that was it – only to find out that they wanted a back door entry to the finals.
Something I as a skipper, would never have entertained after being bowled out for 29 in a semi-final
– but then it was not me who appealed for a forfeit!
So we look forward to holding up that trophy in the 2014-2015 season, the one that we were in effect
robbed the chance to play for – but then that is cricket!
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Northern Suburbs Cricket Association – B Grade
Main Ladder 2013/14

Batting Partnerships
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Individual Performances – Northbridge B Grade 2013/2014
There were a number of impressive individual performances throughout season, with the statistically
most memorable of these listed below:
Hall of Fame- Batting – Northbridge B Grade 2013/2014
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Hall of Fame- Bowling – Northbridge B Grade 2013/2014
3 wickets in an Inning’s
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Statistics - All Players – Northbridge B Grade 2013/2014
All Players - Batting
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All Players – Bowling
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All Players - Fielding
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B Reserve Grade Report

In the absence of the B Reserve skipper, this report is slightly generic in nature, but that shouldn’t
take away from the performances of the B Reserve side. A new side to the club, put together with a
core group of mates and some others thrown into the mix, the season began with much hope but was
ultimately cruelled by injuries.
It’s an odd performance from a team to see not one but two players off to hospital for split webbing
in the hands trying to catch a ball, with both Jason Huang and Rodney Mottley suffering the freak
injury. Another key player to spend time on the sidelines was Eamonn Flanagan, yet despite his
injury would turn up to the grounds each week and often volunteer his time to score or umpire the
games to help his side out as best he could.
Some significant performances were had by the likes of Paul Cottee, with his 96* in the first round
with a 115 run partnership with Jeff David (59). The first victory of the season was had in round two,
with captain Jason Huang and vice captain Yasir Zia steering the team home with a half century
each.
By Round 8, the side was starting to gel, even if having to spend much of their time out of the NSCA
regular grounds playing many matches at Tania Park. Prior to Christmas saw the bowling
performance of the season, with Sarkis Yessayan striking with 6/23 off his 8 overs, with 5 of those
wickets coming with the bails and stumps being dislodged whilst the 6th was a very rare LBW. I am
told that if the umpires knew what they were doing, Sarkis would have had double the amount of
wickets at the end of the season!
It was the post Christmas blues that hit the B Res side, starting with a loss to Macquarie coupled by a
massacre at Wellington Sportsground, where the Pymble side managed a massive 337 off their 40
overs. With runs needed at a premium, the ‘Bridge side wobbled slightly before crumbling all
together for a total of 113 with the only support provided by Mitch Nicholls in the form of a slashing
41 in his only time at the crease in season 2013/14.
With the team having done enough in the first half of the season to make the semi finals, there was a
great start to have North Shore 6/155, the side was unable to keep their foot to the throats which
allowed the opposition to make it to 231 which was far too much for a side that could often more
than match it in the bowling department but lacked enough runs to make it to the big game.
A great platform has been set, and if the core of the side could stay together and spend less time on
the sidelines, we could be writing about our next premiership winning side.
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Northern Suburbs Cricket Association – B Reserve Grade

Batting Partnerships B Reserve Grade - 2013/14
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Individual Performances – Northbridge B Reserve Grade 2013/2014
There were a number of impressive individual performances throughout season, with the statistically
most memorable of these listed below:
Hall of Fame- Batting – Northbridge B Reserve Grade 2013/2014
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Hall of Fame- Bowling – Northbridge B Reserve Grade 2013/2014
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Statistics - All Players – Northbridge B Reserve Grade 2013/2014
All Players – Batting
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All Players - Bowling
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All Players - Fielding
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C Grade Captain’s report – Steve Morrison

The C grade team had a great season with the highlight being our first innings in the semifinal. But I’ll come to that at the end.
The team was comprised of a great bunch of guys who just wanted to hang out with their
mates. It was a shame that none of them wanted (or knew how) to play cricket. Team spirits
were generally high but if we’d won a match they would have been any higher. Actually, I
think we did win a match, let me look at the score book.
In our first match we had a good start with all our top 4 batsmen getting over 20. Chris Jepp
started with a 40 and Roles chipped in with a 29 but the highlight was Nick Fletcher with
115 not out. Morrison and Whyman also scored highly with 166 runs between them It was a
shame that was while they were both bowling.
From there the season was all downhill, or uphill depending on how you look at it. We
managed to lose rounds 2, 3 and 4 with some pretty pathetic batting and bowling efforts.
One theme that you’ll see in our season is that the team tended to have its worst losses
when the captain was away. But Sameer’s 106 was a standout. Notable batting
performances in those matches were from “bowled” Olver, Joel “can’t pronounce” surname,
Nick “Lives” Fletch and Paul “Neo” Anderson. The only bowling worth mentioning was Jeff
“tuff” Duff with a 2/20.
Round 5 the captain returned and we had out biggest win of the year. It was against arch
rivals and undefeated top of the table team North Shore. Most of the team pitched in with a
score and without a team 50 we still managed to get 169. The captain bowled brilliantly and
got a 5 wicket haul taking our first win.
Notable performances in the round matches were from Arun with the ball taking a 3/50,
Pagal with a 3/54 and Dave “have you bought my book yet” with a Richie Benaud 2/22.
Batting performances worth a mention were a magnificent 87 from Chris “helmet” Jepp, 63*
from the captain, a 54 Enzo “Taxi” Calabria, a 53* from Dave “can I also be in that taxi”
Welsh and a 37 from Pete “buy my books too” Stankovic, a 33 for Greg Parker and a 32 for
Johny Christo.
Fielding performances worth mentioning were from Dave Allan, Chris Olver and some
amazing outfield work from Pagal Wagal.
Amazingly with winning only two matches in the season we made the semi! The captain
had to miss day 1 but the team had a plan. We’d win the toss, bat and hold out. It worked!
Chris Jepp opened the batting and hit a solid 5. Unfortunately that was the highest score of
the innings. The team total was 29. Still, at least someone had a good day.
All in all a great season and the team was not beaten outright all season.
Steve Morrison
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Batting Partnerships C Grade - 2013/14
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Northbridge Cricket Club
Individual Performances – Northbridge C Grade 2013/2014
There were a number of impressive individual performances throughout season, with the statistically
most memorable of these listed below:
Hall of Fame- Batting – Northbridge C Grade 2013/14

Hall of Fame - Bowling – Northbridge C Grade - 2013/2014
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Statistics - All Players – Northbridge C Grade 2013/2014
All Players - Batting
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All Players - Bowling
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All Players - Fielding

D 1 Day Grade Captains Report – Bryan Massey
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This season we brought home the full premiership bacon for the first time since 2007. As
such there were a fair few highlights over the course of the season.
A thankyou to Alex Davies who week in and out scrounged for players and organised the
running of the team.
There were no real standouts this year, as every player put in 110%, this is a testament to
what I felt was a great team culture by the end of the season. I hope everyone had as much
fun as I did and are ready to come back next season and do it all again.
On a side note, there were a few people that got moved around last season due to
availability etc. Not all were able to make it to the semi / final. I would like to take the
opportunity to firstly apologise if I haven’t already and secondly to thank all those that did
participate over the season, the one thing I found difficult over the year was balancing the
needs of the club versus the team and unfortunately this at times did affect a few.
Below are a few highlights as I saw them this season (without going into much detail, will
only be relevant for those who were there.)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BMassey	
  	
  -‐	
  Bowling	
  5	
  no	
  balls	
  and	
  wides	
  in	
  a	
  row,	
  too	
  then	
  take	
  out	
  middle	
  stump	
  and	
  apologies	
  to	
  
the	
  batsman	
  (apologies	
  seemed	
  to	
  happen	
  fairly	
  regularly	
  for	
  wickets	
  of	
  substandard	
  balls).	
  
Dave’s	
  Teeth	
  coming	
  good	
  by	
  the	
  latter	
  half	
  of	
  the	
  season	
  (you	
  could	
  also	
  have	
  a	
  lowlight	
  of	
  me	
  
putting	
  him	
  at	
  silly	
  square..)	
  
Alex	
  not	
  being	
  sent	
  to	
  the	
  associate	
  for	
  the	
  assortment	
  of	
  compliments	
  he	
  gave	
  the	
  opposing	
  
batsmen.	
  
Allan	
  for	
  all	
  the	
  quick	
  fire	
  singles	
  he	
  stole	
  
The	
  Thakkar	
  brothers	
  not	
  running	
  themselves	
  out	
  each	
  innings	
  
Scott	
  running	
  out	
  the	
  entire	
  team	
  in	
  the	
  final,	
  including	
  himself.	
  
Stanko	
  for	
  backing	
  up	
  for	
  the	
  final	
  after	
  the	
  BDO	
  the	
  week	
  before.	
  
Dane	
  and	
  Dave	
  for	
  giving	
  up	
  smoking	
  before	
  the	
  game.	
  
Conor	
  for	
  bringing	
  the	
  beers.	
  
Chappo’s	
  semi-‐final	
  appearance	
  and	
  discussions	
  with	
  the	
  opposing	
  sideline.	
  
MSmith	
  and	
  PWood	
  for	
  being	
  the	
  2	
  easiest	
  going	
  guys	
  on	
  the	
  team.	
  
Everyone	
  else	
  that	
  helped	
  us	
  get	
  there,	
  we	
  had	
  27	
  guys	
  turn	
  up	
  over	
  the	
  course	
  of	
  the	
  season.	
  

To finish up a few stats
Bowling
•
•
•
•
•
•

Most	
  Overs	
  Bowled:	
  Alex	
  Davies	
  (82.2),Stanko(63),Scott	
  (56)	
  
Most	
  Wickets:	
  Stanko	
  (20),Alex	
  (18),Naynesh(15)	
  
Most	
  Matches	
  played:	
  Alex	
  Davies	
  (17),David	
  Medcalf(17),bmassey(16)	
  
Lowest	
  economy	
  rate	
  (>5	
  matches):Chappo	
  (3.1),Naynesh(3.14),Scott	
  (4.46)	
  
Lowest	
  Bowling	
  Average(>5	
  matches):	
  Chappo(6.5),	
  Naynesh	
  (9.2),BMASSEY	
  (10	
  wickets	
  @	
  12)	
  
>5	
  wickets	
  :	
  Chappo	
  (6-‐14	
  in	
  the	
  semi)	
  ,MSmith(5-‐19),PAnderson	
  (5-‐33)	
  

Batting
•
•

Most	
  Ducks:	
  Smithy	
  (3),	
  Scott	
  /	
  Alex	
  /	
  Stanko	
  /	
  Dane	
  /	
  Conor(2)	
  
Most	
  not	
  outs:	
  Naynesh	
  /	
  Dave	
  /	
  Scott	
  /	
  Dane	
  (3)	
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•
•

Average	
  (>5	
  matches):BMassey	
  (47),Stanko	
  (25),Divyesh(24)	
  
>50:	
  see	
  appendix	
  

Fielding
•
•

Catches:	
  BMassey(7),Alex(5),Dane	
  (5),Divesh	
  	
  
Run	
  outs:	
  Stanko	
  (2	
  unassisted,	
  1	
  assisted),	
  Naynesh	
  (2	
  assisted),	
  bmassey	
  (1/1)	
  

*Divyesh as keeper- 5 caught, 3 stumped
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Northern Suburbs Cricket Association – D 1 Day Grade Main Ladder 2013/14

Batting partnerships – D 1 Day Grade 2013/2014
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Individual Performances – Northbridge D 1 Day Grade 2013/2014
There were a number of impressive individual performances throughout season, with the statistically
most memorable of these listed below:
Hall of Fame- Batting – Northbridge D 1 Day Grade 2013/2014
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Hall of Fame- Bowling – Northbridge D 1 Day Grade 2013/2014
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Statistics - All Players – Northbridge D 1 Day Grade 2013/2014
All Players - Batting
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All Players - Bowling
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All Players - Fielding
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NCC - Player Career Statistics - Club Records 1919/20 – 2013/14

INDIVIDUAL
Batting
Batting aggregate - runs
Batting average
Highest score
Most centuries
Most runs in season
Best batting average in season
Bowling
Bowling aggregate - wickets
Bowling average
Best bowling analysis in inns
Most wickets in season
Best bowling average in season
Most hat tricks
Fielding
Wicket keeping - catches/stumpings
Fielding - most catches
All Rounder
Player of Grade -points

Player
10,021
47.4
263no
9
876
113.00

947
9.71
9-16
71
71
6.96
3

243
102

1990

D Mills
G Russell
A Belger
C Leslie
D Daniels
S Blockley

T Perry
I Short
P Blakeley
T Perry
P Ryman
N Maxwell
N Maxwell/T Perry

Season

2012-13
1997-98
1975-76

1975-76
1977-78
1963-64
1966-67

D Mills
D Mills

D Daniels

1998-99

Opponent
Bears
Brothers
Northbridge Red
Central
Gore Hill
Willoughby
Roseville
Broomham Bros
North Shore
Kirribilli Crusaders

Season
2001-02
1986-87
1997-98
1999-00
1962-63
2000-01
2007-08
1944-45
2008-09
2013-14

PARTNERSHIPS
Wicket
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

Players
P Stankovic/A Sharma
D Mills/J Woodhouse
P Stankovic/M Tims
A Walker/J Hanna
K Wigmore/M Maher
C Leslie/F von Demleux
A Gade/A Witherdin
R Young/F Whitehead
K Chapman/B Maw
M Kent/J David

Runs
262
264
208
184
210
164
176
175
130
108

Current Players with 400 or more runs
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Grade
C
B
C
C
A
A
C1D
A
A Res
BR

Northbridge Cricket Club
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Current Players with 40 or more wickets

The final word from the 12th man

For those players looking for more information regarding the Northbridge Cricket Club, including
the career results of all current players, please log onto our website:
www.northbridgecricketclub.org
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